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Registry growth offers key support for Liberian recovery
A constitutionally-backed transitional administration has taken
over the government of the Republic of Liberia. This
government of inclusion is mandated to restore security and to
ensure the return of Liberians to
their homes and the holding of
elections within two years. The
transitional government, supported
by international agencies under the
guidance of the United Nations,
provides a new beginning for
Liberia. 

The UN has consistently recognised
the importance of ensuring that the
Liberian Registry thrives as a
legitimate source of income,
essential to the fragile Liberian
economy. A recent UN Panel of
Experts' Report, in an Addendum
devoted to the Registry, again
absolved LISCR from complicity in
wrongdoing, applauded LISCR’s management of the Registry,
and commended the transparency of its accounts. The panel
refuted unfounded allegations of links between LISCR and
former Liberian president Charles Taylor and his government.  

Discussions with the transitional government and the UN are
ongoing to establish the monitoring system advocated by this
and earlier panels to ensure that there is no further diversion of
funds from the Registry income in the hands of the government,
and that the transitional government's commitment to apply that
income to humanitarian projects is demonstrably achieved.  

LISCR operates as the exclusive administrator of the Liberian
Registry, under acts of law and a Statutory Agreement adopted
by the Legislature of the Republic of Liberia. The terms under
which LISCR administers the Registry are published and they
have been the subject of extensive independent review. The
UN Security Council has consistently adopted the Reports of
the Panels of Experts on Liberia, which give the contract, and
the operation of the Registry by LISCR, a clean bill of health,
confirm and praise the high standards of accounting by - and
accountability of - LISCR, and advocate that owners stay with
the Registry. 

The stability of the Registry has always been of paramount
importance to Liberia, as well as to the US State Department.

Political change in Liberia has no impact on the administration
of the Registry or the quality of services provided to users of
the Registry. While the administration of Liberia’s Registry is not

dependent on short-term
arrangements with elected or
appointed leaders, LISCR has
welcomed the statement by the UN-
backed transitional government,
confirming its commitment to the
contract with LISCR.  

The Liberian Registry is unanimously
regarded by shipping industry
experts as a high quality and
professionally operated maritime
administration. The Liberian flag
leads all statistical indicators, such
as the Paris MOU White List and US
Port State Control, for all large ship
registries. Liberia is the second
largest flag in the world, and its

safety record is equivalent to that of Norway. 

The overall growth in the Liberian Registry of more than 2
million gross tons in the first three quarters of 2003
demonstrates the continued support which the Registry enjoys
on the strength of its quality and responsible corporate
administration, and the part that it plays in assisting the return
of Liberia to sustainable democracy and economic
independence.

The plight of the Liberian people has been of concern to
everyone.  We are confident that the transitional government,
with support and monitoring by the UN, ECOWAS, the US and
the EU, will restore sustained peace and security to Liberia,
leading to democratic elections.  The Liberian Registry, as well
as being an important contributor to world trade, is the heritage
of the Liberian people, one that provides Liberia with
international standing.   It deserves the continuing support of
shipowners who appreciate the reality of the situation and the
contribution they can make to Liberia's return to stability and
democracy.

ycohen@liscr.com
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David Pascoe joins 
Liberian Registry

THE LIBERIAN Registry has
appointed Captain David
Pascoe as Chief of Maritime
Operations & Standards.
Taking over from long-serving
Captain John Deleonardis,
who has retired, Pascoe will
have overall responsibility for
Maritime Safety, Security,
Investigations and Marine
Technical and
Communications for the
world’s leading ship registry.

Scott Bergeron, Chief
Operating Officer of LISCR,
says, “We welcome this
experienced mariner into a

tough job. He has a hard act to follow, maintaining our record
as the safest and highest quality major ship registry. This year
again Liberia is by far the largest register in the top ten of the
Paris MOU rankings, with a much stronger safety track record
than most national flags. It is relatively easy for a small register
in Europe to manage quality, but it is much more of a challenge
to do that for a global register of our size. We will give David
Pascoe all the resources he needs to maintain and strengthen
our leading position, which is built on an unremitting focus on
quality by both LISCR and the high-calibre owners who choose
our registry. ”

David Pascoe has nearly thirty years of professional experience
in maritime safety and environmental protection, the majority of
which were with the US Coast Guard. While in the Coast
Guard, he served as Captain of the Port/Officer in Charge
Marine Inspection, directing maritime safety, security,
environmental protection and port state control activities for
vessels and ports in Maine and New Hampshire. He was also
the director of the USCG National Strike Force where he
directed the activities of all Coast Guard Strike Teams in
responding to national and international oil and chemical spill
incidents, port contingency planning and exercises. 

Pascoe has over ten years’ experience with the United Nations
International Maritime Organisation (IMO), including formulating
and negotiating US environmental policy, and has chaired
Working Groups, as frequent delegate to IMO’s Marine
Environment Protection Committee. He also served a two-year
secondment as IMO’s Senior Adviser on Marine Pollution and
Director of IMO’s Oil Pollution Co-ordination Centre during the
1991 Gulf War.

Pascoe says, “From my experience with port state control and
the IMO, I know the high standards that the Liberian Registry
delivers. I’m looking forward to the challenge of my new role in
helping run a first class registry.”

Liberia excels in Paris MoU

IN the 2002 report of the Paris Memorandum of Understanding
on Port State Control, the Liberian Registry once again
underlined its reputation for the highest standards of safety and
efficiency by retaining its position as the best-performing major
ship register. 

With the introduction of more selective targeting, expanded
inspections and new banning provisions, the Paris MoU is
moving towards a zero-tolerance policy. It ranks individual flags
in Black, Grey and White Lists, based on their performance
over a three-year rolling period. The Liberian Registry is
consistently in the top ten of the prestigious White List, with a
significantly superior performance compared to registers of
comparable size. Liberia is similarly ranked by both the Tokyo
and the US Coast Guard’s Port State Regimes. 

LISCR CEO, Yoram Cohen, says, “Given the size of the
Liberian Registry, which is the second largest in the world, and
the high number of European port calls made each year by
Liberian-flagged ships, there can be no doubting that Liberia’s
reputation for safety and efficiency is well-deserved. We
welcome third-party endorsement of that from such a widely
respected source as the Paris MoU.

“The Paris MoU has gone on record as saying that shipowners
who register ships under flags appearing on the black list may
find that it is more profitable to operate under quality flags, or
have their ships scrapped. We can only endorse those
opinions. There is no room for compromise on safety, and the
information is in the public arena for discriminating owners to
see.”

LISCR refocuses London office

LISCR has refocused its London
office in order to provide
shipowners and the IMO with more
experienced technical support.
LISCR has appointed Peter
Kidman, former Intercargo technical
manager, to head up the office.

Peter is an experienced master
mariner with a Master’s degree in
maritime law from Southampton.
He has extensive experience
working with international shipping
authorities.

London is a key international shipping centre and LISCR’s
office has two challenging roles. One is to support the daily
functions of the registry, working with London’s shipping law
community on documenting the registration of vessels, and the
other is to provide key technical support both at the IMO, where
Liberia plays a major role in safeguarding the interest of
shipowners, and in liaison with owners’ associations such as
Intertanko and Intercargo. 

Peter Kidman says, “I’m pleased to join the world’s best
shipping registry.  My role will be to give owners the support
they need in this key maritime centre.”

LISCR is to open a new
representative office in Hamburg
to provide local service to its
strategic client base in Germany.

Germany is one of the Liberian
Registry’s largest client bases in
terms of both tonnage and
numbers of ships.  The German
owners make frequent use of the
Liberian Registry’s bareboat-
charter registration provisions.
Bareboat-charter registration
optimises German shipowners’

access to the high safety and quality standards, as well as the
unparalleled service and support of the Liberian Registry, while
still supporting Germany’s national register. 

LISCR ceo Yoram Cohen, says, “The Liberian Registry
recognises Germany’s leadership in international shipping.
Germany has long been known for its success in ship finance
and technical expertise. In addition, we see an increased
momentum in the return of ship management to Germany.” 

Dr Albrecht Gundermann will be heading up LISCR’s Hamburg
office. Dr Gundermann is a member of the Hamburg Bar and
was most recently a relationship manager in the ship finance

department at Commerzbank AG in Hamburg. His established
ship finance experience with both domestic and international
shipping companies adds a new dimension of expertise and
understanding to the Liberian Registry. 

Gundermann says, “I am looking forward to working with the
Liberian Registry’s established client base in Germany. The
ship registry business is about safety, security, quality and
service, and I am confident that the client focus and attention
that we will be able to supply from the new Hamburg office will
strengthen the capability of LISCR to give immediate service to
German clients and to the financial institutions specialised in
ship-finance.”

Dr Gundermann will co-operate with Captain Wolfgang Klose, a
Hamburg-based nautical inspector and authorised Liberian
Special Agent, to ensure client satisfaction and to assist with
the expansion of the Registry’s service capabilities. Captain
Klose has served the Liberian Registry for over seven years
and has become an integral part of Liberia’s maritime
programme in the German community.

With operations commencing in the fourth quarter, the office 
will initially handle, among other things, registration and 
re-registration processing, mortgage recording and seafarer
certification assistance.

The first ISPS Plan approval for a tank vessel has been
awarded to representatives of Vela International Marine,
pictured above. Oldendorff Carriers was the first company to
receive ISPS plan approval and certification from LISCR,
leading the way for a large number of quality shipowners and
managers who have chosen to seek ISPS certification from
LISCR. Efficient evaluation procedures in LISCR ensure that
plans can be audited and approved in two weeks.

Captain David Pascoe

Dr Albrecht Gunderman

Peter Kidman

Liberian Registry to open new office in Germany

Ukraine tonnage dues

THE LIBERIAN Registry welcomes the action recently taken
by the Ukrainian government to reduce port costs for
Liberian-flag ships, which will help tanker owners and raise
standards in the Black Sea trades. The Ukrainian
Government Order No.1069 of 17 July 2003 cancelled the
different tonnage dues tariffs for vessels flying favoured and
non-favoured flags. Tonnage dues are now the same for
both categories. The effect of the change was to remove the
last tariff barrier preventing the use of Liberian-flag tankers
from serving the Black Sea oil export trades.  This
adjustment follows similar changes in Russia’s port fees in
January 2002.

Jill Keohane, Senior Vice-President of LISCR, says, “The
Ukrainian government’s decision to harmonise port dues so
that ships of all flags calling at Ukrainian ports pay the
same rate means owners can now opt for the highest
quality flags to access the trade. This is good news for the
Ukraine, for tanker owners worldwide, for the Black Sea,
and  for the Liberian flag.

“Owners can now use their flag of choice, unhindered by
two-tier charging systems for port dues. We believe this will
raise safety and environmental standards in the Black Sea
trades, as more vessels move to our registry and then have
to meet Liberia’s stringent standards.”
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On the register
TIM Keegan has been
fascinated by the sea
since the age of three,
when he accompanied
his father on a cross-
over voyage on a
military ship. These
days, he rarely gets to
go on board a vessel
in his capacity as
Chief of Marine Safety
at LISCR. But there
are other
compensations.

Tim was a Commander with the United States Coast
Guard, last serving as the Chief of Port and Facility
Compliance Division at Coast Guard Headquarters. While
in the USCG, Tim qualified as a Coast Guard marine
inspector, investigator, on-scene co-ordinator, licence
examiner, facility inspector, and port security officer. 

Tim joined the Liberian Registy in 1996. He has redefined
the vessel inspection programme to incorporate the
requirements of the International Safety Management
Code, reviewed inspection reports and port state
detentions, and directed nautical inspectors to ensure the
compliance of  vessels with international conventions on
maritime safety and environmental protection.

Today, Tim works with more than 220 nautical inspectors
around the world, ensuring that almost 2,000 ships and
offshore platforms are inspected annually. After reviewing
inspection reports, accident reports, and port state
detentions, he works with company safety managers,
class surveyors and auditors to establish the root cause
of any reported deficiencies or non-conformities and to
determine the adequacy of the corrective actions.  As a
result, Liberia’s compliance record bears comparison with
that of any flag in the world. 

Tim enjoys his work, and is proud of the safety record of
the Liberian fleet. He admits that he misses working on
ships, and reckons the last time he actually set foot on
board a vessel was in 1995, and that in a salvage case.
But, he says, “I would miss my family more”.

Tim, his wife Mary and their four children live in North
Virginia. When he isn’t working to make ships safer, Tim
keeps fit by hiking and walking. He also enjoys reading
and studying history, particularly – of course – maritime
history.

Contacts
For assistance with all matters related to ship or
corporate registration in Liberia, please contact

any of these offices:

HEADQUARTERS
Virginia, USA

Tel: +1 703 790 3434
Fax: +1 703 790 5655
Yoram Cohen, CEO
ycohen@liscr.com

Scott Bergeron, Chief Operating Officer
sbergeron@liscr.com

Jill Keohane, Senior Vice-President Corporate
jkeohane@liscr.com

New York, USA
Tel: +1 212 697 3434
Fax: +1 212 697 5655

Brad Berman, President
bberman@liscr.com

Jerry Smith, Maritime Advisor
jsmith@liscr.com

Hong Kong
Tel: +852 28101068
Fax: +852 28100023

William Wu, Executive VP
liscrfe@liscr.com.hk

London, UK
Tel: +44 207 799 3434
Fax: +44 207 799 3456

Peter Kidman, General Manager
info@liscr.co.uk

Piraeus, Greece
Tel: +30 210 452 9670
Fax: +30 210 452 9673

Evangelos Carras, General Manager
liscr@otenet.gr

Monrovia, Liberia
Tel: +231 227 721
Fax: +231 226 477

Joseph Keller, VP and General Manager

Taipei, Taiwan (Representative Office)
Tel: +886 227 671161
Fax: +886 227 695725

Tuan Hseng

Zurich, Switzerland
Tel: +41 1 250 8650
Fax: +41 1 251 8120

Catherine Dreyer, General Manager
info@liscr.ch

Tokyo, Japan
Tel: +81 33 533 4656
Fax: +81 33 555 9159

Captain Takashi Yoshiyama
tyoshiyama@liscr.jp
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